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the lens of Malcom Gladwell’s 2002 
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– –
multiple realms; act as conduits who help “(bring) 
the world together”
– –
decisions; “information specialists”
– –
behaviors; “persuaders”
– Compels the phenomenon to “stick” in the minds of 
–
–
–
•
•
•
•
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•
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“Pain is inevitable. Suffering is optional”  
“Disease odel” 
•
•
brain’s reward system and 
• –
medical field as the “5 vital sign“ 
• –
Strategic Targeting and “Pill Mills”
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From the State of the Union…..
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, the company’s former medical 
director; and Michael Friedman, Purdue’s president.
•
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resolve civil and criminal charges of “misbranding”
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• Medical “Experts”
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“Social Life 
of Opioids”
The “Social Life of Opioids”
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Race, Place, and “Who Counts”
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to “keep addicts healthy” 
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